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Ansrucr
The new zeolite boggsiteoccursas small, colorless-to-white,zoned hemispheresembedded in drusy tschernichite in small vesiclesin denseEocenebasalt near Goble, Columbia
County, Oregon, where it formed through the action of local hydrothermal activity. The
mineral is orthorhombic, space gtoup Imma, with 4 : 20.21(2), b : 23.77(l), and c :
12.80(l)A.ttrestrongestX-raydiffractionlinesare(inA) tt.f(tOO),4.43(70),3.86(80),
3.37(100).The chemical composition is near (CarrNar.rKorMgo')(Feo,Al,83sii76)Ore2'
70H,O, with Z : l, Si/Al : 4.24.Ir is optically biaxial (-), with a : 1.480(l), 0 :
1.481(l),and7:1.487(l),whereX:c,Y:a,Z:b.Thedensityis1.98(l)g/cm3(obs),
1.99g/cm3(calc).Tiny bladesof boggsitewith the forms {01l}, {102}, {010}, {100}, and
{001} elongatedalong the b axis have a morphology similar to that of thomsonite. The
name honors Robert M. Boggsof Seattle,Washington, and Russell C. Boggsof Cheney,
Washington.

IxrnooucrroN
Two new zeolites have recently been discovered in close
association in the Goble Basalts near Goble, Columbia
County, Oregon. The more abundant of the two, tschernichite, is being described by Russell Boggs (personal
communication). The name boggsiteis given to the other
zeolite, which was found by D.G.H. Its optical and physical properties and composition are describedhere.
Boggsitewas named after Robert Maxwell Boggsof Seattle, Washington, and his son Russell Calvin Boggs of
Cheney,Washington. Both have been prominent mineral
collectors in the Pacific Northwest for many years and
have worked hard in locating and characterizing the new
mineral tschernichite.
The new mineral and the name boggsite were approved
by the Commission on New Minerals and MineralNames,
LM.A. Type specimensare on deposit with the American
Museum of Natural Historv and the Roval Ontario Museum in Toronto.
OccunnnNcE AND GENEsrs
Boggsiteo@urs on the top of a small projection of basalt located above a vertical cliff along Goble Creek, on
the south side of the Neer Road, approximately 50 m
west of the junction with Highway 30, 0.2 km north of
Goble, Columbia County, Oregon.Wilkinson et al. (1946)
mapped this area as the late EoceneGoble Volcanic Se0003-o04x/90/09
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ries, which consists of porphyritic basaltic flows, pyroclastics, and minor amounts of sediments. This area is
overlain by 300 m of Oligocene sedimentsand Miocene
Columbia River Basalt. Drilling shows the Goble Volcanics to be the basement rock in the area, extending to
over 1520 m below the surface(Wilkinson et al., 1946).
The boggsite-bearingflow is composed of 0.6-2 m of
basal flow breccia covered by a meter of highly vesicular
basalt containing large, elongated, flattened gas cavities
that decreasein size and number toward the fine-grained
nearly nonvesicularcenterofthe flow. The top ofthe flow
has been eroded away. Boggsitewas found only in a small
area,3 m by 2 m wide and I m thick, which represents
a transition zone between the fine-grained,densecentral
portion ofthe flow and the highly vesicular basal portion
of the same flow. The boggsite-bearingrock contains a
few widely scatteredvesicles,l-5 mm and mostly spherical, but some flattened or tubular up to I cm long.
The primary minerals in the boggsite-bearingflow have
a porphyritic texture with weak trachytic flow structure
from alignment of the phenocrysts.The rock is composed
of approximatnly 20Vounaltered tabular labradorite-bytownite (Anrr) crystals, 0.5-2.5 mm long; 5oloclusters of
unaltered green augite crystals, 0.2-4 mm long; 70loeuhedral magnetite; 2o/orelic olivine, I mm in diameter
(which is usually altered to chlorite and serpentinemincomposedof labradorite
erals);set in a groundmass(560/o)
laths (Anro), augite, and magnetite along with less than
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100/ogreenish brown to dark reddish brown devitrified
intersertal glass. An orange-brown oxidized zone often
extends4-10 cm in from the joint surfaces.
Zeolites are abundant in the vesicular tops and bottoms
ofthe basalt flows and flow breccia for over 2 km on each
side of Goble Creek. The greatestnumber of speciesand
largest quantity of zeolites are in the rock immediately
adjacent to the vertical-walled canyon in which Goble
Creek flows. The amount and number of speciesdecrease
away from the creek.Zeolite-filled veins, when presentin
the flow breccia, occur between fragments, but veins present in the densepart ofthe flows are vertical and nearly
parallel to the canyon in which Goble Creek is found.
General regional zeolization does not appear to be present; therefore the zeolites appear to have formed from
hydrothermal solutions locally flowing up a vertical fault
zone, which has subsequently been eroded by Goble
Creek. When the solutions encounteredporous sections
of the Goble Volcanics, they flowed for a short distance
horizontally, altering the basalt and depositing zeolites.
Zeolites line every cavity in the basal flow breccia and
highly vesicular areas.A minor amount of smectite,covered by characteristically drusy heulandite, is followed by
stilbite - analcime-cowlesite - garronite-phillipsite levyne-thomsonite - mesolite - thomsonite - chabazite
- calcite. Further from Goble Creek only drusy heulandite - stilbite - chabazite - calcite are found, or just
drusy heulandite alone.
Intensity of rock alteration, amount of size of vesicles,
and abundance of zeolites decreasetoward the massive
center of the flow. Black to dark green smectite becomes
more abundant. Drusy heulandite becomes scarce,and
zeolites are found only in a few cavities. In the more
denseportions of the rock, large tschernichitecrystalsare
found near the rims of the joint blocks of basalt. The
tschernichite is often covered with okenite, analcime, levyne, offretite, erionite, opal, and chabazite, which are
usually altered to white formless masses.Unaltered radial
elongated prisms of heulandite, spheresof mordenite, and
quartz are also present. kss commonly, cavities in the
rim of the joint blocks contain colorlesstransparentanalcime, levyne, and, rarely, blue thomsonite.
In a small localized portion of the denserock, near the
central portion of the flow where alteration is at a minimum, the rock is very fine-grainedand nearly nonvesicular. Drusy tschernichite is present in every cavity, occasionally accompanied by a single boggsite hemisphere.
The cavities at the very center of the flow contain only
tiny smooth tschernichite hemispheresscatteredon otherwise bare smectite or are devoid of any zeolite or smectite.
The sequenceof crystallization at Goble has been determined from studies of thousandsof specimens.Crystallization ofboggsite and tschernichite representsan early hydrothermal phase that predated the more widespread
zeolitization in the area,which commencedwith the crystallization of drusy heulandite. In the boggsite-bearing
rock, thin sheets of native copper or small mounds of
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Fig. l. Two hemisphericalballs of boggsitein a cavity l0
mm long. The drusy lining is tschernichite.(Optical microgaph.)
calcite occasionallyformed on the walls of some vesicles,
followed by up to seven thin layers ofdark green Fe-rich
smectite, alternating with light green Fe-Ca-rich smectite,
both darkening to black after exposure to air. Tschernichite was the first zeolite to crystallize, forming tiny, smooth,
colorless hemispheres0.1-0.5 mm, widely scatteredon
the smectite lining in nearly all the tiny vesicles.Boggsite
usually formed as single, fine-glained, colorless, radial
hemispheres,0.5-1.5 mm in diameter, in only a few of
the cavities. Very rarely, from two to sevenboggsite hemispheres are present in one cavity, such as the one shown
in Figure l. Both tschernichite and boggsitecontinued to
grow, with enlargement of the single hemisphere of
boggsite, and tschernichite forming larger divergent crystals extending from the initial smooth hemispheresuntil
the vesicle was completely lined. The two minerals have
no tendency to form on each other.
Toward the end of crystallization both tschernichite
and boggsite apparently became unstable and were partly
dissolved. The surface of the boggsite turned white,
whereas the interiors of the hemispheres were partly
etched, often leaving voids or only a thin white hollow
dome of boggsite.Rarely, small dark greenFe-rich smectite spherescrystallized on the interior roofand sides of
the hollow domes and on the surfacesof both boggsite
and tschernichite. At this point conditions favoring the
crystallization of both boggsite and tschernichite were
reestablished, and the resulting eFowth of both minerals
caused the clay to be enclosed as inclusions. In a few
cavities, the coarsest crystals of boggsite were produced
during this final growth phase..The various growth phases
are illustrated in Figure 2.
The crystallization of tschernichite and boggsite was
followed rarely by the deposition of small cream-colored
spheresofchalcedony, followed by heulandite, apophyllite, levyne, chabazite, calcite, aragonite, or opal. In the
adjacent rock, which contains larger scatteredtschernich-
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Fig. 3. Perspectivedrawing ofthe habit ofboggsite crystals,
showing the orientation of the axes and the principal faces.

and structural data, is 1.994 g/cm3, in good agreement
with this experimental value.
Colorless,transparentboggsitedoesnot fluorescein ulFig. 2. Schematicdrawing showingthe various phasesof traviolet radiation, but the white zones fluorescea weak
growth: (a) bandedsmectitelining, (b) clear nuclei of tscherni- blue-white under both long and short wave ultraviolet
chite, (c) interior of boggsiteball, partially altered,with the D radiation. Becauseof its high silica content (Sr/Al : 4.24)
axispointingradially outwards,(d) drusytschernichitelining the
boggsiteis highly resistantto acids;it was unaffectedafter
cavity,(e)coarsecrystalcrustofboggsite.
immersion in 6N HCI for one h.
Or"rrcu,
ite without boggsite,a more complex crystallization occrured: native copper + smectite - okenite - tschernichite - okenite - opal - mordenite - okenite - levyne
- offretite - erionite - heulandite - opal-analcime okenite * chabazite,followed by alteration of all the lowsilica species(okenite, levyne, offretite, chabazite, analcime) to chalky white masses.
A later, more widespreadmineralization of the breccia
and highly vesicular basalts involved the sequenceof
minerals associatedwith the crystallization of drusy heulandite. Thesesolutions penetratedonly the rims of some
ofthe joint blocks, where the tschernichite,boggsite,and
altered white massesof altered zeoliteswere covered.
Boggsiteshould be consideredvery rare. With the site
apparently depleted,only 200 boggsitehemisphereshave
been found. Many were consumedto complete the characterization of the mineral.
Prrvsrclr

PRoPERTTES

Boggsiteis colorlessto white, with a white streak.Znned
aggregatesof boggsiterange from 0.5-1.5 mm in diameter and usually appear white owing to altered internal
layers or cavities within a hemisphere. The colorless,
coarsecrystals on the surface of the hemispheres are clear,
transparent, and vitreous, with a brittle conchoidal fracture. White zonesare translucent and dull. Boggsitedoes
not exhibit any cleavage.The Mohs hardnessis approximately 3.5.
Density measurementswere made using the method of
flotation in a liquid mixture (tetrabromoethane-ethanol).
Variable results were obtained becausethe hemispheres
invariably contain voids. To minimize this problem, the
unaltered, colorlesscrystal crust of the hemisphereswas
used. This gave the highest density of all samples: 1.98
(l) g/cm3. The calculated value, based on the chemical

PRoPERTTEs

Individual crystals of boggsite, rangrng from 40-127
pm, were broken from the coarsecrystal crust of a single
boggsite hemisphere and studied using a spindle stage
(Bloss,l98l).
Boggsiteis biaxial (-) with 2V: 25(6). The refractive
, : 1 . 4 8 1 ( l )7, : 1 . 4 8 7 ( l ) w i t h
i n d i c e sa r ed : 1 . 4 8 0 ( l )B
orientation X: c, Y: a, Z : b. The low birefringence
coupled with the small size yields a first-order gray color.
The dispersion is relatively high with strong r > v. Extinction is parallel.
Crushedgrain mounts of material from the cential portion ofa boggsitehemispherehave an averagerefractive
index ranging from 1.46-l .47, which is lower than that
of the crust. A thin section through a hemisphereshowed
further zoning. The central core displayed undulatory extinction for about a third of the sphere radius, followed
by an amorphous layer with microbubbles, in turn followed by an outer layer of clear, terminated crystals.
MonpHorocrcAr,
CRYSTALT,oGRAPHY
Boggsite always occurs in intimate association with
tschernichite (Frg. l) as fine-grained, polycrystalline, zoned
,ggregates,0.5-l mm across,usually with a nearly smooth
surface. A few aggregates,reaching 2 mm in diameter, are
covered with coarse crystals (up to 0.5 mm long) that
appearto be orthorhombic. They are elongatedalong the
b axis and point radially outward. The crystalsare chiselshapedblades,with prominentforms {01l}, {010}, {102},
and poorly developedforms {001} and {100}, as shown
in Figure 3. The crystals are usually in contact on {001}
but do not seem to form strongly oriented groups (see
Fig. 4). The morphology of boggsite crystals closely resemblessomehabits of thomsonite.The presenceofblades
with small rectangular {010} termination seres to distinguish boggsite from the surrounding tschernichite,
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Trau 1. X-raydiffractiondatafor boggsite
Calculated
k

Fig. 4. The top layer of a ball of boggsitewhere secondgowth crystalshaveformed.(Scanning
electronmicrograph.The
field is 0.60mm wide.)
whose termination is pyramidal, often with a rough (001)
face.
X-n-c.y cRysrAllocRApHy
Small boggsite hemispheres were mounted on glass
needlesin a Debye-Scherrerpowder camera and studied
with CuKa radiation. The d values obtained are summarized in Table l. Approximate intensities were assignedvisually. kast-squares fitting of the d values gave
cell dimensions a : 20.21(2), b : 23.77(2), and c :
12.80(l) A. Independent determinations by Pluth et al.
(1989) and Pluth and Smith (1990) during single-crystal
studies are in good agreement,giving a : 20.236(2),b :
23.798(l), and c : I 2.789(I ) A and the spacegroup I mma.
The first set of cell dimensions was used to calculate
the theoretical d values given for comparison in Table l.
Theoretical intensities were calculated using the framework structure determined by Pluth and Smith (1990),
Pluth et al. (1989), and the computer program POWD l2
(smith, 1988).
CHnnnrc,ll- coMposlTroN
A sample of approximately l0 mg of boggsitewas prepared from about 40 specimensthat had been stored indoors for severalmonths. The boggsitewas separatedas
thoroughly as possiblefrom the surroundingtschernichite
and subjectedto CHN (carbon-hydrogen-nitrogen)analysis, giving 17.0(2)o/o
HrO. Owing to the limited amount
of boggsite available, electron probe energy-dispersive
analysiswas the only practical meansof obtaining further
chemical data. Since the measurementswere carried out
in a vacuum, HrO loss may have occurred.
A vesicle 1.6 mm in diameter was sliced slightly off
center through a hemisphere of boggsite.Analyses were
made using a Cameca SX-50 probe operating in the energy-dispersivemode at 15 kV and 2 nA. The standards
used were Anro glass,microcline (Asbestos,Quebec),and
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5.03
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2.215
2.O23
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1.980
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1.951
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1.875

3
5
3

1.819
1.733
1.688
1.641
1.572
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3
20
15

' Cafcufated usingthe celldimensionsa : 20.21,b : 23.77,c : 12.80 A.
*'Calculated using POWD12 (Smith, 1988), including only the 96 tetrahedral sites (assumedto be occupied by Si) and 192 O sites, as determined by Pluth and Smith (1990).

manganoan fayalite. Repeated analysis on the same spot
showed a major changein Na over severalmin of beam
exposurefor a spot size less than 40 &m. A beam diameter of 50 pm was therefore employed in the measurements.
A total of 42 analyseswas made at various points across
the hemisphere and averaged.Those analyseswith significantly lower totals from the mean were discarded,assuming that they had been adversely affected by the small
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TABLE2. Chemicalcomposition of boggsite
WP/"

sio,
Al2o3
FerO3

Mgo
CaO
Naro
KrO
HrO
Total

63.01 +
12.60 +
0 . 1 1+
0.07 +
5.89 +
1 . 2 3+
0 . 1 0+

0.72
O.22
0.13
0.06
0.14
0.25
0.05

1 7 . O+ O . 2
100.01

Numberper unitcell*"

si
AI
Fe(+3)
Mg
Ca
Na
K

o
H"o

77.61
18.29
0.10
0.13
7.77
2.94
0.16
192.24
69.9

. Electron microprobe analysis: mean and range (1 d). See text for
statement on possible systematic enors and normalization.l.M. Steele,
analyst.
*'Numbers per unit cell, based on 96 tetrahedral sites. For a perfect
tramework, the number of O atoms should be 192. The tetrahedral sites
are assumed to be occupied by Si + Al + Fe.

voids present throughout the sample. The remaining oxide totals exclusive of HrO averaged 86.70/o.Since the
residual (13.30/0)is considerably less than that obtained
in the separatedetermination of bulk HrO, it was presumed that some HrO was lost during sample preparation. This is typical of zeolites with wide channels(e.g.,
faujasite and mordenite). The averagedweight percentages of oxides were normalized to a total of 83.00/oto
adjust for lost H,O.
The analytical results are summarized in Table 2. Calculations based on 96 tetrahedral sites, as found in the
structure analysis (Pluth and Smith, 1990; Pluth et al.,
1989), with the assumption that only Fe enters the tetrahedral sites with Al and Si, yielded the rounded-offformula (Ca,.Nar rll.rM&., XFeo,Al,r rSir,6)0,e,' 70HrO.
Some chemical variation occurs in the boggsitespecimens, but the paucity of the material precludes detailed
evaluation. Also, since the multiplicities of the structural
positions are 16 and 8, site substitution and disorder must
occur (Pluth and Smith. 1990).

Using the measureddensity of 1.98g/cm3togetherwith
the optical and chemical data presented,the GladstoneDale relationship (Mandarino, l98l) gives a compatibility index of -0.057, which is consideredgood.
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